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Chapter 1
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We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used
when we created them.
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Albert Einstein
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A paradigm is a frame of reference that helps us make
ma sense
se
out off new information.
inform
informa
It
is a value system that enables us to determine
significance of events
ne the
he significa
sig
vents and a filter that
interprets those events. Paradigm guidess all our action
actions. It governs
everything we do and
overns
rns everyth
everything we think. Our paradigm colors
perception of the
and determines how
olors
ors our percep
he world an
we find meaning in our lives. We use our paradig
paradigm to set priorities fo
for our personal and
professional lives. It guides us as we pursue su
success in our relations
relationships, in our work, in our
families, in our hobbies, and
personal entertainment.
his book,
Edge, Joel
d in our persona
ertainment.
ainment. In h
ok, Futu
Future Edg
Barker (1992) defines a paradigm
aradigm this way:
wa
w
A paradigm is a sett of rules and
a regulations
gul ons (written
(writte and
d unwritten) that
tha does two things:
hings:
(1) it establishes
ablishes
blishes or
o defines
fine boundaries;
ndaries;
aries; and
a (2) it tellss you
ou how to be successful
ssful inside the
boundaries
aries
ries in order
orde to be successful.
uccessful.
ssful. (p. 332)
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Our paradigm, then,
e provides
ovides
vides us with tthe rules
les
es for how life is to be lived.
ved. We de
devel
develop our
paradigm by living in a society
has agreed
standards
what things
ociety that ha
eed on
n certain st
rds off behavior, on w
are to be valued, on
done.
n conventions
onventions for
fo
f how
w things
ings aare don
on These
ese
e standards and
a cconventions are
so universally accepted
way to live. Common
pted withi
within that society
ociety that it iis aassumed
ed this
his is the only
on w
sense and conventional
wisdom are dependent o
on everyone
what is common and
ventional w
wis
eryone
one accepting
acceptin w
conventional;
dependent on people having
paradigm.
tional;
al; they are d
g a shared paradigm
pa

B

most of our paradigm as we pass
youth. That’s when we learn the
We acquire mos
ass through our
ou yo
responsibilities are, and how to succeed in life.
rules for how to relate to others, what ourr responsib
responsibiliti
So
o if you want to figure out what your
our paradigm for llilife is, then the first place to look is your
youth—what
life was like as you grew
h
ew up, what
what was valued, how things were done, and
wh
what behavior was acceptable. It is in your
youth when you go to school and acquire your
our you
paradigm for teaching and learning as well. The experience you had in school leaves a lasting
and powerful impression. In fact, when new teachers stand in front of a class of students for
the first time, most teach the way they were taught.
We are usually unaware that we are acquiring a paradigm. It just happens as we function in
society. A paradigm consists of theories, dogma, ideas, superstitions, traditions, routines, and
habits that we pick up as we live in a family, participate in civic activities, work with people
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Chapter 13
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In order to transform schools successfully, educators need to navigate
the difficult space between letting go of old patterns and grabbing on
to new ones.
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Terrence E. Deal

With a world experiencing the kind of change we have ou
outlined in thiss book, coupled with
the dramatic changes that we see occurring in the
future, clearly
will be new
he n
near fu
early there w
demands on schools to prepare students for
dynamically new
environment they will face
or the
he dynam
dynamic
ew environmen
upon graduation.

In the previous chapter, we described
of skills students
cribed
d the major
majo shift in emphasis on the kinds
inds o
will need for success in the future.
force teachers
examine their
uture.
re. A shift of this magnitude
gnitude will fo
eachers
hers to exa
role in the learning endeavor.
will necessitate
eavor.
avor. It is clear
clea that the
he new skills w
cessitate
sitate a shift
sh in the
e roles
teachers take in facilitating
but what
new roles
tating learning for their
eir students, b
hat will these ne
es be, and
how can we project
what
will be in th
these
of exponential
change? The keyy is to look
ect w
at they w
e times o
onential change

for those roles
transcend the specifics
tasks because
ess that tran
ecifics of how we do our daily tas
ta
cause how we d
do
our daily tasks
identify the broad new rroles that
kss will surel
surely change.
ge. We must ide
hatt will endure as tthe
world continuess to ch
change dramatically. A
As we consider what tth
these new
ew roles will be,
be we also

must be careful not to throw
bathwater. The
we must do
hrow
ow the baby out with
h the bathwat
e essence
sence of what
w
w
in the future is the very same as it aalways has be
been
educators—to
n for e
ed
ors—to help the
their sstudents learn
the relevant skills,
attributes, and behaviors
lls, knowledge,
nowledge, attitudes,
des, attribu
attribute
aviors that they will need to be

w

good and productive
citizens, parents,
workers in the nation.
roductive
uctive citize
citizen
rents, and work
worke
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Let’s consider
nsider some
som of the new functions
tion and responsibilities
tions
onsibilities for teachers in light of what we
have
ave discussed tthus far in this book.
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Over the past 30 years, educators have become
ecome in
ecom
increasingly single-minded. As we have already
mentioned, out of necessity, teachers have bec
become fixated on the present. Driven by educational
legislation, teachers and administrators use test data from the previous year to inform decisions
one year at a time. There is a fixation on looking at test results and using them to determine how
we can use them to develop strategies that will get our students ready for the test at the end of
the school year. Driven by the mandates of high-stakes testing and accountability for all, we tend
to focus on the next day, the next topic, the next test, and the next term. Year after year we find
ourselves in the same vicious loop.
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Chapter 14
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My interest is in the future, because I’m going to spend the rest of my
life there.
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Charles F. Kettering

These are absolutely amazing, astounding, challenging
summarized
g times that were perfectly
fectly
tly summariz
more than 100 years ago by the great British-American
philosopher Alfred
Whitehead
can phi
ed North White
Whiteh
when he said this:
It is the business of the future to be dangerous.
advances
are
angerous.
gerous. The major
m
nces in civilization
civil
processes that all but wreck the societies
ocieties
cieties in which they occur.
ur.

We have to keep in mind that the
or decades, but
he long
ong term is no longer
nger measured iin centuries
turies o
increasingly in terms of years
sometimes months,
days, or even
We live in
rs and
nd sometim
nths,
hs, weeks, da
n hours.
ho
W
na
moment in history where
become so fast that we b
begin to see the pre
present only
e change has be
b
prese
ly when
it is already disappearing
past. As a result, our bigg
biggest challenge
will continue
ng into the pas
hallenge
enge is and w
ntinue
ue to
be comprehending
change—change
happening
ng aand accepting
acceptin the scale of change—
nge that is happ
g so rapidly that
the very nature
change is ch
re
e of chang
cchanging.
ng.
When changes are hap
happening
tend to hang on to old iideas and assumption
about
ng quickly,
uickly, we te
assumptions ab
the world. When we do this,
risk of ending
crashing headlong
future. This
his,
s, we run the ri
nding
ding up crash
eadlong
ng into the fut
is perfectly summarized
Hoffer, who
ed by the great philosopher
soph Erik Hoffe
o once
nce said:
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In times of radical
find
dical change
chan the learners
earners
arners inherit
inheri the Earth;
rth; while the learned
learne
lea
themselves
elves
es perfectly equipped
e
ed for a world that
th no
o longer
nger exists.
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Our greatest
what’s right for our students,
atest fear is
i that despite our very best intentions
ntions to d
do w
preparing them for a world that no
because of our mindsets we might just ass easily
asily be prepar
pr
exists.
longer exists
This aall starts with understanding the
basis of our current paradigms because
he
e origin an
and b
this helps open the windows to the future
more fully and allows us to make sense of
ture m
tur
the changes that are at work in the world today. It is only in getting beyond our own
paradigm paralysis and embracing new ways of thinking that we can begin to harness
the astonishing power of the forces that have been unleashed upon us through the
proliferation of new technologies.

Unless we can step back from all that is happening and learn to deal with change and the
changing nature of change, simply peering through the windows into the future will leave us
as little more than passive observers as the world passes us by.
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